Mixed emotions mark workshop; group interaction is focal point

By Jean Fagg

"When you become part of a new group, you take with you all the
enthusiasm, all the ideas, all the
concepts of what you have learned.
You need to care about what it is you
will teach and what it is you will
learn," said a local poet who was
invited to present a workshop.

Feeling Stressed? A report issued by
the University Training Laboratories

I was asked to take part in a new workshop at a local library. It was a long time since I last taught, but that didn't bother me. I felt confident and ready to share my knowledge and experiences with others.

The workshop was well-organized and very engaging. The facilitator, a local poet, was very skilled at creating a relaxed and welcoming atmosphere. He encouraged us to express ourselves freely and to ask questions.

The topics covered included stress management, creative writing, and public speaking. Each session was designed to help us develop new skills and perspectives.

Overall, it was a very rewarding experience. I left the workshop feeling invigorated and excited to learn more. I would definitely recommend this workshop to others who are looking to enhance their communication and leadership skills.
**FOLKLORE & MYTHOLOGY ILLUSTRATED**

Large, finely illustrated; Over 100 pages, many in color, and a succinct, encyclopedic compilation of folk sayings, tales, and legends from every country in the world. From the editor of The Saturday Review. $25.00. AVAILABLE NOW. Matsch. 20.00.

**HEROIC POETRY**

By Proustian. Lane, St. F. 26.00.

**MODERN FRENCH DRAWINGS**

By Gabriel Kavanagh and P. Sp. Seymour. Lane, St. 25.00. (In color.) A specially collected portfolio of 25 reproductions, 14 of which are in color. Includes work by many notable French artists, such as Degas, Cezanne, and Gauguin. $15.00. AVAILABLE NOW. Matsch. 5.00.

**KAPEK**

By Proustian. Lane, St. 25.00.

**THE AMERICAN HERITAGE PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE RECONSTRUCTION ERA**

By Norman Hapworth. Lane, St. 20.00.

**THE WORLD OF ART**

By Proustian. Lane, St. 25.00.

**THE HAPKINSON**

By Proustian. Lane, St. 25.00.

**THE AMERICAN HERITAGE GUIDE TO THE WORKS OF ART**
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Applications available for 1971 charter flight

Applications for the 1971 AREA Charter Flight to Europe are now available from Mrs. Ruth in the Program Room of the SUB. They should be completed and returned there as soon as possible.

The flight will leave Seattle June 30, arriving in Amsterdam June 31, and leaving Amsterdam August 16, arriving in Seattle August 17.

The flight is 12,000 miles, which will include the Madrid to Lopn transportation between facilities and operate a variety of charters, including flights to the United States.

Twelve acts have been selected for the radio show.

The University of Southern California Opera Workshop will present "A Little Night Music," a musical comedy by Stephen Sondheim, at 8 p.m. in the!! Studio Theatre.

The show is set in the early 19th century and is about a family's attempt to marry off its daughter.

The show is directed by Charles Wuorinen, associate director of the workshop, with choreography by Michel. "Little Night Music" will be performed in the Studio Theatre at 8 p.m. on May 30.

The series is produced by Charles Wuorinen, associate director of the workshop, with choreography by Michel. "A Little Night Music" will be performed in the Studio Theatre at 8 p.m. on May 30.

AIMEE to meet

The student chapter of AIME will hold its December meeting next Monday night in the SUB. A short talk will be presented and the program for the Session Meeting Committee will be discussed.

DAYSUN MIDWAY MOTORS

Whitman, Idaho

922 Troy Road

902-9640

Beauty Lane

i

MOSCOW BEAUTY SHOP

201 North Main

MOSCOW

922-273

Northwest Passage

Trading Post

605 W 3rd St.

With Moscow Lizard Records

(405) 303-3300

Less than downtown

Garden of Clothes

handcraft garments

Seeds of Harmony Food natural health foods

Pietro Clocks

handcrafted wood and clocks

Poor Eskimo Pie

ski repair and sales

OPEN:

Tuesday through Saturday
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

GREEN'S CLEANERS

From your finest "stepping-out" to your "classroom casuals," you'll always look your best in clothes kept at their peak of freshness by us.

GREEN'S CLEANERS

866 S. Main

882-4231

THE REAL STORY

There's more to insurance than sales, and that's why THE HARTFORD WANTS TO TALK TO YOU ON CAMPUS

People tend to assume in terms of direct sales, THE HARTFORD has 25,000 licensed agents and brokers who do this. But just like the rest of it, it's an awful lot more than that at THE HARTFORD story.

In this story, we'll talk about the unique business environment, a 19 billion dollar company, and how the company has been around for more than 150 years.

The AMERICAN story is a way of thinking about and expressing ourselves in the decades of today.

The HARTFORD's "The Story" is not to be interpreted as a national or a local event.

We'll talk about our commitment to the future of the insurance business.
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**Top comeback team**

*By the Campus*  
*Aggie Sports Editor*

The Idaho Vandals, if nothing else, will be recognized as one of the top "comeback" teams in the nation this year after losing their first game and then coming back, in one of the most thrilling finishes in football history, to beat Oregon State University. They've been getting invited by all for one of the most unpredictable teams to come along in recent years.

This past weekend, the Vandals were to get their first real test as the high-powered Washington State Cougars came to Pocatello to face off at the 55th Anniversary Luncheon Luncheon, which is put on by the Student Union.

Dr. Bob Hadley, Idaho's head coach, has been looking for a way to get the Vandals to play better on offense and defense. So far, the team has not been able to put it all together.

The Vandals are currently 1-1 on the season and are looking to get their second win of the year against Washington State.

**Football season ended stronger**

The Idaho Vandals have ended their season with a win over Utah State and the record of 7-4. The team was able to bounce back from their loss to Washington State and win their last two games of the season. The Vandals will now finish the season ranked 22nd in the nation.

**Vandal team struggles, but falls to Hurricanes**

The Vandals were unable to overcome the University of Idaho offense, which scored 27 points to Idaho's 10 in the second half.

The game started well for both teams, with Idaho leading 7-0 after the first quarter. However, the Vandals were unable to maintain their lead and the University of Idaho scored 20 points in the second half, eventually winning 27-10.

The Vandals will now turn their attention to the 2022 season, where they hope to improve upon their performance this year.
Seasons greetings...

Photos by Erich Korte

from the city with a smile